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MAXIMAL ABELIAN SUBALGEBRAS

OF HYPERFINITE FACTORS
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OLE A. NIELSEN

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall be concerned primarily with constructing

examples of maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebras (MA subalgebras) of

hyperfinite factors of type III. Our results will show that certain phenomena known

to hold for the hyperfinite factor of type Hi also hold for type III factors.

Let Ji and Ji be subalgebras of a factor s4. We call .Ji and Jf equivalent (in

sá) if Ji is the image of Ji by some automorphism of s/. Let N(Ji) = N1(Ji) be

the subalgebra of sá generated by all those unitary operators in sS which induce

automorphisms of Ji, and for each integeryä2, let N'(Ji) = A(N'-1(Ji\). Follow-

ing Dixmier [4] and Anastasio [1], we call a MA subalgebra Ji of sJ singular if

N(Ji)=Ji, regular if N(Ji)=sJ, semiregular if N(Ji) is a factor distinct from sJ,

and m-semiregular (m^2) if N(Jt),..., Nm-\Ji) are not factors but Nm(Jt) is a

factor. Generalizing the length of Tauer [11], we say that a MA subalgebra Ji of

si has proper [improper] length n if n is the smallest positive integer such that

;;n(JK) = Nn + 1(J?) and if Nn(Ji)=s¿ [Nn(Ji)¿s/]. As these properties are all

equivalence-invariant, they can be used to establish the inequivalence of sub-

algebras.

In 1954 Dixmier [4] initiated the study of MA subalgebras of factors. He showed

that the hyperfinite \\y factor s/ contains a regular, a semiregular, and a singular

MA subalgebra. It is now known that sJ contains sequences of mutually in-

equivalent singular (Pukánszky [9]), semiregular (Tauer [11], [12]), and 2- and

3-semiregular (Anastasio [1]) MA subalgebras; moreover, sJ contains an n-semi-

regular MA subalgebra for each nä4 (Tauer [13]). Both Tauer and Anastasio

used the invariant of proper length to establish the mutual inequivalence of their

sequences.

Maximal abelian subalgebras of type III factors have previously been considered

by Pukánszky [8]. He obtained a general method for constructing MA subalgebras

in a class of type III factors. However, there is an error in his calculation of the

normalizer of these subalgebras, and so their types are not known.

Let sJ be one of the hyperfinite type III factors of Powers [7]. That s¿ contains

a regular MA subalgebra is trivial. Our main results are as follows:

Theorem 1. sJ contains a semiregular MA subalgebra.
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Theorem 2. For each choice of n = 2, 3 and k = 0, 1, 2,..., sf contains an n-

semiregular MA subalgebra of improper length n + k.

Theorem 3. Theorem 2 remains true when "-improper'" is replaced by "proper".

Theorem 4. For each choice of n = 2, 3 and A=0, 1,2,..., the hyperfinite \\x

factor contains an n-semiregular MA subalgebra of improper length n + k.

The results in this paper are included in the author's doctoral thesis at the

University of British Columbia. The author would like to thank Professor D. Bures,

his advisor, for his assistance during the preparation of the thesis.

2. Notation and preliminaries. With the exception of group operator algebras

and constructible algebras, our notation and terminology is taken from Dixmier's

book [5].

Let G be a group with identity e. We use G to denote the (complex) Hubert space

with orthonormal basis (g)geG- For each g e G there is a unique unitary operator

V(g) on G satisfying

(2.1) V(g)Jt = (gh)-   for all h eG.

The group operator algebra over G, which we denote by ¿¿(G), is the von Neumann

algebra on G generated by {V(g) : g e G}; it consists of all those operators A on G

with (Ag, h) = (Aë, (hg'1)') for all g,heG. A more complete discussion of the

group operator algebra can be found in Murray and von Neumann [6, §5.3] or

Dixmier [5, pp. 301-303]. For a subgroup G0 of G, let A'(Go) be the normalizer of

G0 in G and let J/(G, G0) be the subalgebra of si/(G) generated by {V(g) : g e G0};

s/(G, G0) consists of all those operators A in s/(G) with (Aë, g)=0 for all g i G0

(cf. [4, p. 280]).

Lemma 2.1. If G0 is a subgroup of the group G, then s/(G0)^¿ft(G, G0).

Proof. We consider G0 to be a subspace of G in the obvious manner; then G0 is

invariant under J((G, G0) and the restriction map is the required isomorphism.

For our purposes the most important class of von Neumann algebras are the

constructible algebras (for a full account, consult Dixmier [5, pp. 127-137]; see

also Bures [3, §1]). We call [JÍ, 3t,G,g-+ U(g)] a C-system if JÍ is a maximal

abelian von Neumann algebra on the Hubert space Jf, if G is a group, and if

g->- U(g) is a unitary representation of G on JF such that U(g)JtU(g)*=J( for

all g eG. Let [Jf, JF,G,g-^- U(g)] be a C-system. Finite linear combinations of

the MU(g) 0 V(g), MeJi and geG (and V(g) as in (2.1)), form a *-algebra on

JF ® G; let sé[JÍ, Jf,G,g-+ U(g)] denote the von Neumann algebra generated

by this *-algebra. Bures calls $¿=s¿[Ji, 3f,G,g-> U(g)] a constructible algebra

if Jl n U(g)Jt = {0) whenever g e G—{e} [3]. In what follows we shall frequently
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make use of the fact that si consists of all those operators A on Jf ® G such that

for some (necessarily unique) Ji-\alued map g -> A(g) on G,

(Ax ®g,y®h~) = (A^g-^UQtg-^x, y)

for all x,yeJlf and all g, h eG. Dixmier [5, p. 129] has shown that every A es/

satisfies this condition. Conversely, suppose that an operator A on Jif ® G has

this property. Let W be the operator on áf (g> G defined by Wx <g g= U(g)*x

<g> (g-1)~, x e Jf and g eG. Then by [5, p. 136, Exercise 1], it suffices to show that

A commutes with W [MU(g) ¡g) V(g)] W for all M eJi and g eG. But this is an

easy calculation. Moreover, for fixed g e G, the map A -*■ A(g) from sí into Ji is

linear and weakly continuous.

Lemma 2.2. Let A, B e sí (sí as in the previous paragraph), g, he G and MeJi

be given. Then :

(i) [MU(h)® V(h)](g) = 8,.hM,

(ii) A*(g)=U(g)[A(g-1)]*U(g),

(iii) (AB)(g) = lkeGA(gk-1)U(gk-1)B(k)U(gk-1)*, the sum converging in the

weak topology.

Proof. Observe first that for any Ces/, the operator C(g) is determined by the

condition that

(Cx ® i, y % g) « (C(g)U(g)x, y)   for all x, y e JÍT.

Let x and y be fixed but arbitrary elements of JV. Then

(MU(h) ® V(h)x ®ê,y®g) = ((MU(h)x) ® h, y ® g) = (S5,hMi/(s);c, >-),

which proves (i); (ii) follows by a similar computation. We now prove (iii). For

each k e G, let E(k) denote the projection of Jf ® G onto JÉ" <g> [£] ; the £(&) are

mutually orthogonal and sum up to the identity. For all k e G, E(k)Bx ® ë

= [B(k)U(k)x]<g> k~ (take the inner product of both sides with y <g) k~', k'eG

arbitrary). Then

(ABx ®ë,y®g)= 2 (AE(k)Bx ®ë,y®g)
ftaO

= 2 (A[B(kW(k)x <S) le], y ® g)
ksG

= 2(A(Sk'l)u(sk- WO U(gk -l)* c/(g).v, j).
IMS

Lemma 2.3. Let [Ji, JP,G,g^ U(g)] be a C-system and let

sJ = s/[Ji,Jf,G,g->U(g)].

Let Ji0 be a subalgebra ofJi, let G0 be a subgroup of G, and suppose that

U(g)^oU(g)* = Jio
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for all g e G0. Then the von Neumann algebra generated by the MU(g) ® V(g),

M e J/0 and g e G0, consists of all those operators Aestf such that

(i) A(g) e Ji0 whenever g e G0,

(ii) A(g) = 0 whenever g e G — G0.

Proof. Let s/0 = @(MU(g) ® V(g) : M eJi0,geG0) and let s¿x = {AesJ : A

satisfies (i) and (ii)}. From the weak continuity of A -*■ A(g) and the hypothesis, it

follows that s#x is a von Neumann algebra containing j/0. To show that j/jCj^,

let ale^o' and an A esáx be given. Then, for all x,yeJF and g, he G,

(TAx ® g, y ® Ä) = 2 {E(kg)Ax ® g, 7*j; ® Ä)
keG

= 2 (¿(*)t/(*)* ® (%)"» ^*j ® ä)
keG

= 2 (7L4(*)t/(*) ® K(Â:)]x ® g, y ® Ä)
)C£G

= 2 (7> ® f, ^*(*)C/(% ® (**)")

. = 2 (7* ® & E(kh)A*y ® Ä)
fceG

= L47x ®g,y® R).

Therefore ^c^, and so stf0=s#x.

The next result, which is of a technical nature, will be used only in the proof of

Lemma 3.11.

Lemma 2.4. Let Ji be an abelian von Neumann algebra acting on the Hubert space

3f and let x be a unit vector in JF. Let (Mx)ieI and (Ni)xel be two families in Ji such

that M = yj6/ M ¡Ni and N= 2¡e; NM* exist in Ji in the strong topology, and suppose

that Né I. Then ¡Mx\\2¿Ziel \\Mxx\\2.

Proof. By the Gelfand-Naimark representation theorem, there is a compact

Hausdorff space X such that Ji and C(X) are isomorphic as C*-algebras. Let

/ g>/) gi m C(X) correspond to M, N, Mx, Nt (i e I) in Ji, resp. Fix a finite subset

Fof /. AsOáZier WV,*gJV;S/,OaL.F |g,|aál. Then

Zf<gia¿(I\f<ft(I\giña2\f<\2

by the usual Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Therefore

(2 MM)*(Y MM) < 2 Mf Mi,
\i€F /    \ief / teF

which in turn implies that ||2isf MMtxl2úZi,r Il^i^ll2- As F is a finite but

otherwise arbitrary subset of I, and as M=%ieF MM strongly, we are done.
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3. The main construction. Throughout this section p will denote a fixed point

in (0, \) and G will denote a fixed countably infinite group with identity e. In order

to simplify the notation, dependence on p and G will often not be indicated.

Let A denote the abelian group (under pointwise addition modulo 2) of all those

a: G->{0, 1} such that a(g)=0 for all but finitely many g eG. For geG and

a e A let ga and ag be those elements of A defined by

(g«)(h) = «(g-'h)       heG,

(ag)(h) = «(A) h * g,

= l-a(g)       n = g,

and let S denote the pointwise partial ordering in A Let Jf denote the Hubert

space with orthonormal basis (</>a)aSA. For each geG define operators U(g), F(g)

and W(g) on 2? by the relations

U(g)<l>a = <fV,

¿W« = [(i-2p)«(g)+p]4>a+W-p)]ll2K,

W(g)<pa = 2(-l)^b(l-Jp)]1'2^ + (l-2^irg.

Lemma 3.1. g-> U(g) is a unitary representation of G on ¿f, {F(g) : g e G} and

{W(g) : g e G} are commuting families of projections and self adjoint unitaries, resp.,

and for all g, heG,

U(g)F(h)U(g)* = F(gh),

W(g)F(h)W(g) = F(h) h*g,

= I-F(h)       h = g.

Proof. Compute.

Let />„= W(0) = I, and for each geG and ae A-{0}, let

P. = ((l-p)lp)ll2F(g)-(pl(i-p))llV-F(g)),

p. = n p°>
in«) = n w(s)

CHI) m 1

(both products are finite with commuting factors). As Pa<po=<Pa for each a e A,

Ji=@(F(g) : geG) isa MA von Neumann algebra on Jf [5, p. 109, Exercise 5].

From Lemma 3.1, a-*- W(a) is a unitary representation of A on Jf such that

W(a)JiW(a)=Ji for each a e A. Let j/p=^[^, ^ A, a -> W(a)] (notice that *s/p

does not depend on the choice of the group G). There are several ways of seeing

that sip, 0<p<\, is the one-parameter family of mutually nonisomorphic hyper-

finite type III factors of Powers [7]. Perhaps the simplest way is the following

(cf. [7, §4]): Consider the C*-algebra sîl„ on Jf ® Ä generated by

{MW(a) ® V(a) : MeJi,ae A}
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and for each g e G, the subalgebra Ji, generated by F(g)W(g) ® V(0g). Each Ji,

is a factor of type I2 and {Ji, : g e G} is a factorization of 2i„. The state on 2I„

induced by <f>0 ® Ö has all the properties of the state cu„ of [7, Definition 4.2].

As <f>0 ® Ö is cyclic for 9lp, the representation of 9i„ induced by this state is spatially

isomorphic to 9I„ [5, p. 51]. A second proof (cf. [2, Definition 3.10]) consists in

verifying that

S/V S    <§)   (jS?(Jfn) ® CjrB, (1 -/»)1/aXB ® in+Z^1'2^ ® ín),
n=l

where, for each n, JFn and JTn are 2-dimensional Hubert spaces with orthonormal

basis {xn, yn} and {$„, tn}, resp.

Lemma 3.2. jV=JÍ ® C¿ is a regular MA subalgebra of ¿&v.

Proof. To show that JF is MA in s/p it suffices, by [5, p. 131], to show that

W(a)Ji n Ji = {0} for all nonzero a e A. If this is not the case, then W(a)M e Ji

for some nonzero M e Ji and some nonzero a e A. Choosing a g s G such that

a(g)=l, we obtain

0 = \\(F(g)W(*)M-W(a)MF(g))<j>o\\

= \\(I-2F(g))MU

= I Wo II,

which contradicts the fact that </>0 is separating for Ji. Finally, it is clear that Ji

is regular in sfp.

Lemma 3.3. 7/ie set of all finite linear combinations of the Pa, a e A, is a strongly

dense sub*-algebra of Ji.

Proof. It is clear that the set FF of all finite linear combinations of the Pa (a e A)

is a linear space, that FF—FF*, and that FF contains the identity as well as each F(g).

A simple calculation shows that Pie FF for all a e A. As PaPe-Pa+BPae, a> ß e A,

(where a/3 denotes the pointwise product of a and ß) and as (a+ß)(g)= 1 implies

(«A(g)=0, FF is closed under multiplication. An application of the double com-

mutant theorem now completes the proof.

Lemma 3.4. If an MeJi commutes with U(g) for infinitely many g e G, then

MeCjf.

Proof. Suppose that M eJi satisfies the hypothesis. If Mcf>0 = Zbsa cacf>a, then

Cga = ca for all a e A and infinitely many g eG. But this implies that M<f>0 — c0</>0,

and thus M=c0I.

Lemma 3.5. For each g e G-{e}, Ji n U(g)Ji={0}.

Proof. Suppose that U(g)M e Ji for some geG-{e) and some nonzero MeJi.

Choose an e with 0 < 2c2 <p—p2 and a nonzero S e SF with

\\(M-sy/>0\\ <«iw0||/(i+«)
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(y as in Lemma 3.3). Write SS* = J.asr caPa for some finite Tez A and complex

numbers ca. Choosing an heG-{e} such that a(h) = a(g-1h)=0 for all a e T,

\\[F(h)U(g)S-U(g)SF(h)]<p0\\2 = MFig-WS-SFihMA*

= 2(p-p2)\\su2;

on the other hand,

\\[F(h)U(g)S-U(g)SF(h)]U á \\[F(h)U(g)S-F(h)U(g)M]U

+ \\[U(g)MF(h)-U(g)SF(h)]<f>o\\

S 21(A/-WoII

S2e(\\M<j>0\\-e\\M<f>0\\/(l+e))

s 2e\\sM-

Therefore 2s2'tp—p2, a contradiction.

As U(g)JiU(g)*=Ji for each geG (Lemma 3.1), we can make the

Definition 3.6. Let 3(G)=si[Ji, Jf,G,g^ U(g)], and for each subgroup G0

of G, let Jf(G, G0)=3(U(g) ® V(g) : g e G0).

Proposition 3.7. 3(G) is a factor of type II, and is hyperfinite whenever G is the

union of an increasing sequence of finite subgroups.

Proof. The trace on Ji+ induced by ¡f>0 ® ë, Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 and [5, pp.

127-132] imply that 3(G) is a finite factor. From [5, p. 136, Exercise 2], and the

fact that sip is of type III, there can be no minimal projections in 3(G). Therefore

3(G) is not of type I, and must therefore be of type II,.

If C=U"=i G„> where Gy, G2,... is an increasing sequence of finite subgroups

of G, then the 3n=3(F(h)U(g) ® V(g) : g, he Gn) form an increasing sequence

of finite-dimensional *-algebras which generate 3(G), and therefore 3(G) is

hyperfinite [5], [6].

From now on we will frequently be replacing an operator A in a constructible

algebra by its associated operator-valued function g -> A(g) (cf. §2).

Lemma 3.8. Let G0 be an abelian subgroup of G such that {ghg'1 : ge G0} is

infinite whenever heG — GQ. Then J/~(G, G0) is MA in 3(G).

Proof. Clearly J/"(G, G0) is abelian ; to show that it is MA in 3(G), let a

B e 3(G) n (JS(G, G0))' be given. By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that B(h) e C*

for all he Go and that B(h)=0 for all heG-G0. First of all,

(3-D ((BB*)(e)<p0,h) = 2   !¡5(S>¿o¡2 < oo;
tea

moreover, for all geG0 and heG, the expressions

(B[U(g) ® V(g)])(hg) - B(h),

(W(g)® V(g)]B)(hg) = U(g)B(g-1hg)U(g)*
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are equal. Now if h e G0, B(h)=U(g)B(h)U(g)* for all g e G0, and so B(h) e C*

by Lemma 3.4. And if /; e G-G0, \\B(h)<f>0\\ = ¡¡¿(g^Ag^oH for all g e G0; by the

hypothesis of the Lemma and (3.1), B(h)</>0 = 0, and consequently B(h) = 0.

Remark. The converse of Lemma 3.8 is also true, but as we will not need it,

we omit the proof.

Lemma 3.9. There is a ^-isomorphism <t> of s/(G) onto JF(G, G) such that

®(V(g))= U(g) ® V(g)for all g eG.

Proof. Let t¡ be the unitary operator on JF ® G defined by the relations

v(<f>a ® £)=&« ® g, «e A and gsG, and for each Tes/(G), let <D(7)=i7(7® 7)t?"1;

then 4> is a normal *-isomorphism [5, p. 56, Definition 2] ofs/(G) into áC(Jf ® G).

That 0( V(g)) = U(g) ® K(g), geG, is a simple computation. By [5, p. 57], we

would be done if we could show that ^>(sé(G))<^A/'(G, G). But this follows from

the easily-verified identity

WTHa ® g, <¿fl ® Ä)  =  ((Të, (hg-^-Mhg-^a, </>,),

valid for all a, ß e A, all g,heG, and all Tes#(G).

Let ^ = A x G (the group-theoretic direct product), and for a = (a, g) 6 'S, let

U(a)= W(a) ® U(g). In order to simplify the notation, we will write 7(a) instead of

U(a) ® V(a), ae'S. Since <f>0 ® <f>0 is cyclic for Ji ® Ji, Ji ® Ji is MA on

Jf® Jf ; moreover, a-> i/(a) is a unitary representation of S? on Jf ® ^f such

that U(a)Ji ® JiU(a)* = .£ ® ^# for all o e ^. Define j/ to be the von Neumann

algebra s/[Ji ® Ji, Jf ® J>F, &, a ^* U(a)] on Jf <g> Jf ® ¥. Let </> be the unique

linear isometry of Jf®A®¿f®G onto Jf ® JF ® # satisfying

«M* ® r ® ^í ® g) = ^a ® 0« ® (y, g)'    for all a, ß, y e A and g e G.

Then

<A([A/I^(a) ® K(a)] ® [W£/(g) ® V(g)])'P-1 = (M® N)U(a) ® K(o)

for all M,NeJi and a=(a, g)e^, and consequently A-^-ipAip-1 is a ♦-iso-

morphism of ¿/p ® á?(G) onto j/ (use [5, p. 57]).

Definition 3.10. For each subgroup G0 of G, set ^(G0) = >l>Ar ® JF(G, Go)0_1

(^ as in Lemma 3.2) and set y(G0)=</r^/p ® JF(G, G^'1.

Remark. As AF(G, G) is a proper subalgebra of á?(G), y(G) is a proper sub-

algebra of sé.

Lemma 3.11 (cf. [8, Lemma 15]). Let a unitary A ese and an e>0 be given.

Then there is a finite subset rF^ofrg such that if ¡F is a finite subset of'S containing

&o, then there is a family (R(b))bep of finite linear combinations of the Pa ® Pß

(a, ßeA) such that if R=Zbe& R(b)U(b) ® V(b), then

(3.2) \\(A(b)-R(b))<f>0 ® cb0\\ g e/2   for allbeSF,
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and moreover, for all c, de {0} x G,

(3.3) \\(AT(d)A*- RT(d)R*)(c)<f>0 ® <f>0\\ S e2/4.

Proof. As

(3.4) / = (AA*)((0, e)) - 2 Mfl)A(af

in the weak topology on si (cf. (3.1)), there is a finite subset $\¡ of 'S such that

2   M(a)¿0®<¿0¡|2á*4/256.
at?

Fix elements c,de{0}xG and a finite subset & of & containing 9^. A calculation

using Lemma 2.2 shows that

(AT(d)A*)(c) = 2 A(a)U(c)A(c-1ad)*U(c)*

in the weak topology; similarly, if B=J.bejr A(b)U(b) ® V(b),

(3.5) (BT(d)B*)(c) =  2 A(a)U(c)A(c-1adyU(c)*,

where &'' =& n c&d'1 (the empty sum is defined to be zero). We now find that

¡(AT(d)A*-BT(d)B*)(c)^0®i>0\\ S

+ 1 2 A(a)U(c)A(c-1ad)*U(c)*<l>o®<l>o¡

2    A(a)U(c)A(c-1adru(c)^0®^\
ae^-J?"

s/ 2   iii/w/iic-wri/ic)*^®^!^1
\ae¿?-P' I

+ (2  IM(«¥o®^o||aV'a

S 2(2 M(«)¿o®<¿oñ1/2

á *2/8,

where Lemma 2.4 has been applied twice.

By (3.4) each A(a) is in the unit ball of Ji ® M'. Hence (by Lemma 3.3 and the

Kaplansky density theorem) there is a family (R(b))bejr of finite linear combinations

of the Pa ® Pä (a, ß e A), each of which is in the unit ball of M ® Ji and satisfies

1104(e)- R(b))<p0 ® ¿„II = min («/2, e2/l6n)   for all b e F,
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where n is the cardinality of J^ An easy computation now shows that (cf. (3.5))

¡(BT(d)B*-RT(d)R*)(c)4>0 ® ¿0||

= |2 A(a)U(c)[A(c-1ad)-R(c-1ad)]*U(c)*^0<S>^o\
at* '

+| 2 [^(û)-^)]^)^-1^)*^)*^®^!
Ii aeJ1"

^ *2/8.

An obvious application of the triangle inequality now completes the proof.

Lemma 3.12 (cf. [8, Lemma 17]). Suppose that G0 is a subgroup of G such that:

given a finite subset F of G and a geG, there are infinitely many g0 e G0 such that

(i) h, k e F and hg0k ~1 =g0 imply h = k,

(ii) if g i N(G0), then ggog'1 i G0.

7Ae/i N(#>(G0)) = N(.r(G0)) = £F(N(G0)).

Proof. That SF(N(G0))c N(»(G0)) and £F(N(G0))^N(SF(G0)) are clear. To show

that the opposite inclusions also hold, suppose that we are given a unitary operator

A e sé satisfying either

(3.6) AJ>(G0)A* = &(G0)   or    AFF(G0)A* = SF(G0).

For each a e 'S write

A(a)<f>0 ® cf>0 =   2   e(a~> «> ßWa ® 4>e,
a. ieA

where the B(a; a, ß) are complex. As the conditions

(3.7) 6(a; a, ß) = 0   whenever ß # 0,

(3.8) f)(û; a, 0) = 0   whenever a^Ax JV(G0)

together with Lemma 2.3 imply that A e £F(N(G0)), it is sufficient to establish (3.7)

and (3.8).

Fix an (a, ß) e Ax A, an a=(y, g) e 'S, and an £>0. Lemma 3.11 applied to A

and e yields a finite subset ÍF of S containing a and operators

R(b)= 2 ^b;8,T])P6®Pn       (be 3?)

satisfying (3.2) and (3.3), where T is a finite subset of A containing a and ß and the

o(b ; 8, r¡) are complex numbers. In particular,

\e(b;8,T,)-a(b;8,r,)\ é \\(A(b)-R(b))<{,0 ® <j>0\\ é e/2

for all be ^ and o, tj e T. Applying the hypothesis on G0 to

F = {g-xA : (8, h)e& for some S e T}
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and g, we obtain a g0 e G0 such that (i) and (ii) hold and in addition keG, 8eT

and 8(k)= 1 imply (ggog~1v)(^)=0 for all t¡ e T.

In order to simplify the notation, set h^ggog'1, c=(0, h), d=(0,g0), and set

8=ß+hß. Let Re si be as in Lemma 3.11, let &'=& n c^d'1 (notice that

ae&"), and let S=(RT(d)R*)(c). By our choice of g0, be&' implies c-1bd=b,

and therefore (cf. (3.5))

5=2 R(b)U(c)R(b)*U(c)*.

Again by our choice of g0, if alt a2, a3, «4 s T, then

(PayPcc, ® P^UW^Uih)**» ® K to ® tö)  =  (P.yP.JPo, <Po)(Pa3PnatK tö)

= 1 ay = a2 and <x3 = a4 = ß

= 0       otherwise.

Therefore

(Sto ® ¿o, ¿o ® <W = 2 K*; * ^l2       (¿e/''1e n

2: |o-(a;oi,/3)|2.

To show that (3.8) holds, suppose that ß=0 and that a=(y,g)$ AxN(G0).

As A satisfies (3.6), T=(AT(d)A*)(c)=0 by Lemma 2.3 and the choice of g0, and so

e2/4Z ||(r-S)¿o®*oll

^ \(Sto ® ¿o, ¿o ® <¿o)l

§1 Ha; a, 0)\2.

Consequently

|0(a;a,0)| < |Ô(a;a,0)-<7(a;a,0)| + |<7(a;a,0)| á«,

and as e>0 was arbitrary, 6(a; a, 0)=0.

The last step in the proof consists in showing that (3.7) holds. Suppose that

iS#0, and let T be as in the previous paragraph. If g £ N(G0), then again F=0;

and if g e N(G0), then TeJi® C# (by (3.6) and Lemma 2.3). In any case

(Tto ® to, to ® tô) = 0

as S 7*0, and therefore

e2/4^  \\(S-T)to®to\\

£ \((S-T)to®to,to®tö)\

Z\°(a;«,ß)\2.

As before, this implies that 9(a; a, |S)=0.

4. Examples in type III factors.    We continue with the notation of §3.

Proposition 4.1. sip ® 3(G)%sip whenever G is the union of an increasing

sequence of finite subgroups.
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Proof. Proposition 3.7 and Araki and Woods [2, Definition 3.10 and Corollary

5.5].

Lemma 4.2. Let G0 be a subgroup of G satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.8.

Then JF ® Ar(G, G0) is MA in sép ® 3S(G).

Proof. Lemmas 3.2 and 3.8 and [10, p. 455].

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that G0 is a subgroup of G which satisfies the condition in

Lemma 3.12. Then

N(JF ® JF(G, G0)) = sép ® JF(G, N(G0)),

N(sép ® JF(G, G0)) = sép ® jr(G, N(G0)).

Proof. The lemma follows from Definition 3.10, Lemma 3.12, and the fact that

</>N(0>)i/j-1 = N(<I>0><}>-1) for any subalgebra & of sép ® âS(G).

Lemma 4.4. For a subgroup G0 ofG, sép ® JF(G, G0) is a factor if and only if all

nontrivial conjugate classes of G0 are infinite.

Proof. The lemma is a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 3.9 and [5, pp. 30 and

302].

Proof of Theorem 1. Let A' be a countably infinite field which is the union of an

increasing sequence of finite subfields (e.g., the algebraic completion of a finite

field) and let A'* be the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of K. Under the

operation (a, b)(c, d) = (ac, ad+b), K*xK becomes a group, say G, which is the

union of an increasing sequence of finite subgroups. Then all nontrivial conjugate

classes of G are infinite and G0 = {1} x K is a normal subgroup of G which satisfies

the hypothesis of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12 (cf. [4]). Therefore JF ® JF(G, G0) is a

semiregular MA subalgebra of sép ® @t(G). By Proposition 4.1, this completes the

proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Fix a nonnegative integer k. In the proof of [1, Theorem 1],

it is shown that there exists an infinite group G which is the union of an increasing

sequence of finite subgroups and an abelian subgroup G0 of G such that the

following hold: (i) G0 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.8, (ii) A'(Go) has a non-

trivial conjugate class which is finite, (iii) all nontrivial conjugate classes of N2(G0)

are infinite, and (iv) G0^N(G0)^ ■ ■ ■ ̂N2+k(G0) = G, and each of the subgroups

Go, N(G0), ■ •., N1 + k(G0) satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.12. It now follows

from Proposition 4.1 and Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 that each sév, 0<p<$, contains

a 2-semiregular MA subalgebra of improper length 2 + k.

Using the groups and subgroups from the proof of [1, Theorem 2], a similar

argument establishes the n = 3 case of Theorem 2.

Lemma 4.5. Let G0 be a subgroup of G which satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.8.

Then JF ® Ji(G, G0) is MA in sép ® sé(G).
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and [10, p. 455], it suffices to show that Ji(G, G0) is MA

in si(G). But that this is so is a consequence of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 and [5, p. 57].

Remarks. (1) The converses of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 are also true, but as we will

not need them, we omit the proofs.

(2) That Ji(G, Go) is MA in si(G) under the conditions in Lemma 3.8 is con-

tained in Dixmier [4, Lemme 1].

Lemma 4.6. Suppose that Go is a subgroup of G which satisfies the condition in

Lemma 3.12. Then

N(js ® Ji(G, Go)) = K ® Ji(G, N(G0)),

N(sip ® Ji(G, Go)) = sJp ® Ji(G, N(G0)).

Proof. First of all, it is clear that = holds in both cases. To show that the

opposite inclusions also hold, suppose that U is a unitary operator in sip ® si(G)

satisfying one of

UJT ® Ji(G, Go)U* - JT ® Ji(G, Go),

Usip ® Ji(G, G0)U* = sip ® Ji(G, G0).

By [5, p. 60], there is a normal *-isomorphism *F of s/„ ® s/(G) into sip ® 3(G)

such that Y(A ® B) = A<8> 0(5) for all A e sip and B e si(G) (4> as in Lemma 3.9).

Then Y(U) is a unitary operator in either N(^V ® ./T(G, G0)) or ¿V^ ® .^(G, G0)).

Hence Y(U) e sip ® ^"(G, A^Go)), and so £/ e sip ® ^(G, 7V(G0)).

Lemma 4.7. For a subgroup G0 ofiG, sip ® Ji(G, G0) is a factor if and only ¡fall

nontrivial conjugate classes of G0 are infinite

Proof. Lemma 2.1 and [6, Lemma 5.3.4].

Proof of Theorem 3. Apply Proposition 4.1 and Lemmas 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 to the

groups and subgroups used in [1] (cf. the proof of Theorem 2).

5. Examples in the type 111 factor.

Lemma 5.1. IfG0 is a subgroup of G satisfying the condition in Lemma 3.12, then

N(J/-(G,G0))=J/-(G,N(Go)).

Proof. That Jf(G, N(Go))^N(Jf(G, G0)) is trivial. Conversely, suppose that U

is a unitary operator in 3(G) such that UJr(G, G0)U*=J/'(G, G0). Then /® U

is a unitary operator in sip ® 3(G) and satisfies

(/ ® U)s/P ® jV(G, Go)(I ® U)* = sip® JS(G, Go).

Lemma 4.3 now implies that /® Uesip® Jf(G, N(G0)), and therefore

UeJT(G,N(G0)).

This proves the lemma.
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Proof of Theorem 4. Apply Lemmas 2.1, 3.8, 3.9 and 5.1 to the groups and

subgroups used in [1].
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